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There are custom design projects that require a brick 

out of the ordinary. A material to deliver a unique and 

elevated aesthetic, while maintaining the raw, authentic 

beauty of the clay, honed through environmentally 

sound and sustainable practices. 

The Lang Mursten selection of exquisitely crafted, long 

format Danish bricks represents the perfect fusion of 

cutting-edge design and practical functionality. These 

soft-moulded, tastefully proportioned bricks are well 

suited to those seeking a truly extraordinary product to 

support the integrity and aesthetic of a luxury build.  

PROJECT | RDS TEGL AARHUSC | LARSON



Designing with the Lang Mursten product:

A brick is nothing without vision. Lang Mursten 

is all about realising visions. We don’t think of our 

products as bricks. We think of them as pieces of  

art – playing a part in a bigger picture.

The Lang Mursten format is the most exclusive 

series of bricks we’ve ever produced. The series 

contains unique water-struck bricks with many details 

and an exciting interplay of colours.  

All the bricks in the series have undergone  

an extensive production process in order to achieve 

their final expression. Their unique surface structure 

produces a striking, dynamic façade, rich in variation. 
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PROJECT | MEISE BELGIUM | UTZON



GEHL

PROJECT | MOSEV+ÜNGET PROJECT | HAMMERSHOE

LUND
The unrefined, matte finish of this product is both 

understated and unapologetic. Tonal variations 

of warm charcoal complement the finish, giving 

it a sophisticated and urban result.

This blended colour palette scales tones of 

earthy, dark hues with a natural spattering of 

sand to create a subtle, rustic finish.
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PROJECT | MOSEV+ÜNGET  | GEHL



LARSON UTZON
The natural displacement of light grey neutral 

tones affords interest without intentional accent 

and works in partnership with the roughened 

neutral hues. Organic, unrefined texture creates 

a contemporary, natural finish.

The warmer pale shades of gritty clay neutrals 

are organically interspersed with cooler 

counterparts. The variations in colour are 

coupled with unique texture to showcase 

individuality for a timeless look.

PROJECT | GROOT BIJ GAARDEN PROJECT | MEISE BELGIUM
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PROJECT | EGÜ_VEDSTRANDEN | LARSON



pghbricks.com.au/langmursten

The Story of Origin  

and History:

A lasting tradition of craftsmanship, dating 

back almost 10,000 years, the clay brick 

has represented a staple building material 

throughout ancient civilisation and into modern 

day industry. Emerging as a favoured material 

in Europe in the late 13th century, following a 

shortage of natural stone, the craft continued 

to be refined and modernised to reach its most 

current iteration. 

Exclusively sourced from renowned Danish 

brick makers, Randers Tegl, the Lang Mursten 

range benefits from over 100 years of clay 

brick-making excellence and craftsmanship. 

A family run business, now operating as the 

largest brick supplier across Scandinavia  

and Germany, Randers Tegl prides itself on 

modern technical superiority and an intense 

curiosity to craft bricks suited to creative 

innovation projects. 

Danish Quality:

Globally renowned for producing and 

distributing premium goods, driven by quality 

and excellence, Denmark’s design and 

construction industries in particular have 

benefited from a rich cultural heritage of 

high-quality production materials. Made 

exclusively available in Australia by PGH Bricks 

and Pavers, the Danish origins of the Lang 

Mursten brick solidify the superior quality and 

integrity of the product. 

The Lang Mursten Range:

The Lang Mursten range has been described 

as the reimagination of an ancient yet modern 

material: well-appointed to service designs that 

integrate sensitivity to historic relevance and 

masonry characteristics, with a considered, 

contemporary aesthetic. 

This longer and thinner style works to 

emphasise the horizontal and linear aspects of 

a build, creating a textured façade and unique 

aesthetic at the intersection of art and style.

Presenting a perfectly imperfect, hand-crafted 

aesthetic, achieved through the moulding 

process, each Lang Mursten brick carries its 

own slight variances, such that the unique, 

crafted qualities are visible in the detail of each 

individual brick.  

Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals. Variations in colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of clay products and production variations can occur from batch to batch. Colours shown are indicative only and 
should not be used for final selection. © Copyright PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited – all rights reserved 2018. PGH™, PGH Bricks & Pavers™ are registered trademarks of PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited in Australia, other countries or both.
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